Citing Personal Communication

Academic Writer can help you cite personal communication in the body of your paper.

You may need to cite what APA Style® guidelines refer to as personal communication, such as

- conversations or personal interviews;
- text messages, emails, or private letters; or
- social media with a limited audience (due to privacy or expiration settings).

Personal communications are cited in the text only and not included in the reference list.

Keep your audience in mind. If they can retrieve the works you cited, such as content from your course site in a learning management system (LMS; e.g., Blackboard, Brightspace, Canvas, Moodle), you should cite them in the text and reference list.

Citing Personal Communication in Text

Use the Personal Communication button in the paper editor toolbar to help you cite personal communication in the body of your paper.

Indicate whether the citation is parenthetical (meaning in parentheses), or narrative (meaning you incorporated the authors’ names into your writing). Complete the fields with as much information as possible, including the source’s name and date.
The format of personal communication citations is different from the format of citations for resources included in your reference list. The Academic Writer text editor does not highlight or underline these citations like references cited in your paper that are included in the reference list. Once your citation is created, you can edit the text if needed.

```
either together or separately. The integrative treatment approach described here is the first treatment designed specifically to assist couples’ recovery from an affair to garner empirical evidence of its efficacy (J. Smith, personal communication, September 2016).
```

Additional evidence is emerging in support of abbreviated adaptations of the intervention tailored to contextual constraints of the

For additional details about identifying and citing personal communication, please see the Academic Writer quick guide, *Personal Communication*.
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